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Abstract

Stochastic Logic Programs (SLPs) have been shown 
be a generalisation of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs),
stochastic context-free grammars, and directed Bayes’
nets. A stochastic logic program consists of a set of
labelled clauses p:C where p is in the interval [0,1] and
C is a first-order range-restricted definite clause. This
paper summarises the syntax, distributional semantics
and proof techniques for SLPs and then discusses how a
standard Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) system,
Progol, has been modified to support learning of SLPs.
The resulting system 1) finds an SLP with uniform
probability labels on each definition and near-maximal
Bayes posterior probability and then 2) alters the prob-
ability labels to further increase the posterior probabil-
ity. Stage 1) is implemented within CProgol4.5, which
differs from previous versions of Progol by allowing
user-defined evaluation functions written in Prolog. It
is shown that maximising the Bayesian posterior func-
tion involves finding SLPs with short derivations of the
examples. Search pruning with the Bayesian evaluation
function is carried out in the same way as in previous
versions of CProgol. The system is demonstrated with
worked examples involving the learning of probability
distributions over sequences as well as the learning of
simple forms of uncertain knowledge.

Introduction
Representations of uncertain knowledge can be divided
into a) procedural descriptions of sampling distribu-
tions (eg. stochastic grammars (Lari & Young 1990)
and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)) and b) declara-
tive representations of uncertain statements (eg. prob-
abilistic logics (Fagin & Halpern 1989) and Relational
Bayes’ nets (Jaeger 1997)). Stochastic Logic Programs
(SLPs) (Muggleton 1996) were introduced originally 
a way of lifting stochastic grammars (type a representa-
tions) to the level of first-order Logic Programs (LPs).
Later Cussens (Cussens 1999) showed that SLPs can
be used to represent undirected Bayes’ nets (type 
representations). SLPs are presently used (Muggleton
2000) to define distributions for sampling within Induc-
tive Logic Programming (ILP) (Muggleton 1999a).
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Previous papers describing SLPs have concentrated
on their procedural (sampling) interpretation. This pa-
per first summarises the semantics and proof techniques
for SLPs. The paper then describes a method for learn-
ing SLPs from examples and background knowledge.

The paper is organised as follows. Section introduces
standard definitions for LPs. The syntax, semantics
and proof techniques for SLPs are given in Section .
Incomplete SLPs are shown to have multiple consistent
distributional models. Section introduces a framework
for learning SLPs and discusses issues involved with
construction of the underlying LP as well as estima-
tion of the probability labels. An overview of the ILP
system Progol (Muggleton 1995) is given in Section 
Section describes the mechanism which allows user-
defined evaluation functions in Progol4.5 and derives
the user-defined function for learning SLPs. Worked
examples of learning SLPs are then given in Section .
Section concludes and discusses further work.

LPs
The following summarises the standard syntax, seman-
tics and proof techniques for LPs (see (Lloyd 1987)).

Syntax of LPs
A variable is denoted by an upper case letter followed
by lower case letters and digits. Predicate and function
symbols are denoted by a lower case letter followed by
lower case letters and digits. A variable is a term, and
a function symbol immediately followed by a bracketed
n-tuple of terms is a term. In the case that n is zero
the function symbol is a constant and is written without
brackets. Thus f(g(X), is a t erm when f, g andh are
function symbols, X is a variable and h is a constant. A
predicate symbol immediately followed by a bracketted
n-tuple of terms is called an atomic formula, or atom.
The negation symbol is: 4. Both a and ~a are literals
whenever a is an atom. In this case a is called a posi-
tive literal and -~a is called a negative literal. A clause
is a finite set of literals, and is treated as a universally
quantified disjunction of those literals. A clause is said
to be unit if it contains exactly one atom. A finite set
of clauses is called a clausal theory and is treated as a
conjunction of those clauses. Literals, clauses, clausal
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theories, True and False are all well-formed-formulas
(wiTs). A wff or a term is said to be ground whenever
it contains no variables. A Horn clause is a clause con-
taining at most one positive literal. A definite clause
is a clause containing exactly one positive literal and is
written as h +-- bl, .., bn where h is the positive literal,
or head and the bi are negative literals, which together
constitute the body of the clause. A definite clause for
which all the variables in the head appear at least once
in the body is called range-restricted. A non-definite
Horn clause is called a goal and is written +-- bl, .., bn.
A Horn theory is a clausal theory containing only Horn
clauses. A definite program is a clausal theory contain-
ing only definite clauses. A range-restricted definite
program is a definite program in which all clauses are
range-restricted.

Semantics of LPs

Let 0 = {vl/tl, ..,vn/tn}. 0 is said to be a substitution
when each vi is a variable and each ti is a term, and for
no distinct i and j is vi the same as vj. Greek lower-
case letters are used to denote substitutions. 0 is said
to be ground when all ti are ground. Let E be a wff
or a term and 0 = {vl/tl,..,vn/tn} be a substitution.
The instantiation of E by 0, written Et?, is formed by
replacing every occurrence of vi in E by ti. Et? is an
instance of E. Clause C t?-subsumes clause D, or C ___ D
iff there exists a substitution theta such that Ct? C D.

A first-order language L is a set of wffs which can
be formed from a fixed and finite set of predicate sym-
bols, function symbols and variables. A set of ground
literals I is called an L-interpretation (or simply inter-
pretation) in the case that it contains either a or --a for
each ground atom a in L. Let M be an interpretation
and C-- h +- B be adefinite clause in L. Mis said
to be an L-model (or simply model) of C iff for every
ground instance h~ +- Bt of C in L B~ _C M implies
h~ E M. M is a model of Horn theory P whenever M is
a model of each clause in P. P is said to be satisfiable
if it has at least one model and unsatisfiable otherwise.
Suppose L is chosen to be the smallest first-order lan-
guage involving at least one constant and the predicate
and function symbols of Horn theory P. In this case
an interpretation is called a Herbrand interpretation of
P and the ground atomic subset of L is called the Her-
brand Base of P. I is called a Herbrand model of Horn
theory P when I is both Herbrand and a model of P.
According to Herbrand’s theorem P is satisfiable iff it
has a Herbrand model. Let F and G be two wits. We
say that F entails G, or F ~ G, iff every model of F is
a model of G.

Proof for LPs

An inference rule I = F --+ G states that wff F can
be rewritten by wff G. We say F ~-I G iff there exists
a series of applications of I which transform F to G.
I is said to be sound iff for each F t-i G always im-
plies F ~ G and complete when F ~ G always implies

F ~-I G. I is said to be refutation complete if I is com-
plete with G restricted to False. The substitution t? is
said to be the unifier of the atoms a and a~ whenever
at? = a’t?. # is the most general unifier (mgu) of a and
a~ if and only if for all unifiers V of a and a~ there exists
a substitution 5 such that (a#)5 = 7. The resolution
inference rule is as follows. ((C \ {a}) U (D \ {-~a’}))t? 
said to be the resolvent of the clauses C and D whenever
C and D have no common variables, a E C, -~a’ E D
and t? is the mgu of a and a’. Suppose P is a definite
program and G is a goal. Resolution is linear when
D is restricted to clauses in P and C is either G or
the resolvent of another linear resolution. The resol-
vent of such a linear resolution is another goal. Assum-
ing the literals in clauses are ordered, a linear resolu-
tion is SLD when the literal chosen to resolve on is the
first in C. An SLD refutation from P is a sequence of
such SLD linear resolutions, which can be represented
by Dp, G = (G, C1,..,Cn) where each Ci is in P and
the last resolvent is the empty clause (ie. False). The
answer substitution is t?p,c = t?lt?2..t?n where each t?i
is the substitution corresponding with the resolution
involving Ci in Dp, G. If P is range-restricted then
t?p,G will be ground. SLD resolution is known to be
both sound and refutation complete for definite pro-
grams. Thus for a range-restricted definite program P
and ground atom a it can be shown that P ~ a by show-
ing that P, <-- a }-SLD False. The Negation-by-Failure
(NF) inference rule says that P, +- a ~/SLD False implies
P [-SLDNF -~a.

SLPs

Syntax of SLPs

An SLP S is a set of labelled clauses p:C where p is a
probability (ie. a number in the range [0, 1]) and C is 
first-order range-restricted definite clause1. The subset
Sp of clauses in S with predicate symbol p in the head
is called the definition of p. For each definition Sp the
sum of probability labels ~rp must be at most 1. S is
said to be complete if ~rp = 1 for each p and incom-
plete otherwise. P(S) represents the definite program
consisting of all the clauses in S, with labels removed.

Example 1 Unbiased coin. The following SLP is
complete and represents a coin which comes up either
heads or tails with probability 0.5.

S1-- { 0.5:coin(head)+-- 0.5 coin(tail) +--

$1 is a simple example of a sampling distribution2.

1Cussens (Cussens 1999) considers a less restricted defi-
nition of SLPs.

:Section provides a more complex sampling distribution
a language by attaching probability labels to productions of
a grammar. The grammar is encoded as a range-restricted
definite program.
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Example 2 Pet example. The following SLP is in-
complete.

$2= { 0.3 : likes(X,Y) +- pet(Y,X),pet(Z,X),cat(Y),mouse(Z) 

$2 shows how statements of the form Pr(P(2)IQ(~7)) 
p can be encoded within an SLP, in this case
Pr(likes(X,Y) l... )) = 

Proof for SLPs
A Stochastic SLD (SSLD) refutation is a sequence
Ds,a = (I:G, pl:C1,..,p,~:C,~) in which G is a goal,
each pi:Ci E S and Dp(s),G ---- (G, C1,..,Cn) is 
SLD refutation from P(S). SSLD refutation repre-
sents the repeated application of the SSLD inference
rule. This takes a goal p:G and a labelled clause q:C
and produces the labelled goal pq:R, where R is the
SLD resolvent of G and C. The answer probabil-
ity of Ds,a is Q(Ds,G) = 1-aLlPi" The incomplete
probability of any ground atom a with respect to S is

Q(alS) = ~Ds.(~-°) Q(Ds,(+-a)). We can state this 
S I-SSLD Q(a]S) < Pr(aIS) < 1, where Pr(alS) repre-
sents the conditional probability of a given S.

Remark 3 Incomplete probabilities. If a is a
ground atom with predicate symbol p and the definition
Sp in SLP S is incomplete then Q(a[S) <_ rp.
Proof. Suppose the probability labels on clauses in Sp
are Pl, ..,Pn then Q(aIS) = plql + .. + pnq,~ where each
qi is a sum of products for which 0 < qi <_ 1. Thus
Q(alS) <_ Pl + .. + Pn = 7rp.

Semantics of SLPs

In this section we introduce the "normal" semantics of
SLPs. Suppose L is a first-order language and Dp is a
probability distribution over the ground atoms of p in
L. If I is a vector consisting of one such Dp for every
p in L then I is called a distributional L-interpretation
(or simply interpretation). If a E L is an atom with
predicate symbol p and I is an interpretation then I(a)
is the probability of a according to Dp in I. Suppose L
is chosen to be the smallest first-order language involv-
ing at least one constant and the predicate and function
symbols of Horn theory P(S). In this case an interpre-
tation is called a distributional Herbrand interpretation
of S (or simply Herbrand interpretation).
Definition 4 An interpretation M is a distributional
L-model (or simply model) of SLP S iff Q(alS) ~_ M(a)
for each ground atom a in L3.

Again if M is a model of S and M is Herbrand with
respect to S then M is a distributional Herbrand model
of S (or simply Herbrand model).

3It might seem unreasonable to define semantics in terms
of proofs in this way. However, it should be noted that
Q(alS) represents a potentially infinite summation of the
probabilities of individual SSLD derivations. This is analo-
gous to defining the satisfiability of a first-order formula in
terms of an infinite boolean expression derived from truth
tables of the connectives

Example 5 Models.

{ 0.5:p(X)+--q(X) }S = 0.5:q(a) +--

Q(p(a)lS) = 0.25 and Q(q(a)[S) 0.5. L has predicate
symbols p, q and constant a, b.

I1 = ( {l:p(a),O:p(b)}{l:q(a),O:q(b) 

I1 is a model of S.

< {O.i.p(a),O.9:p(b)} I2 = {0.5:q(a), 0.5:q(b)

I2 is not a model of S.
Suppose S, T are SLPs. As usual we write S ~ Tiff
every model of S is a model of T.

Learning SLPs

Bayes’ function
This section describes a framework for learning a com-
plete SLP S from examples E based on maximising
Bayesian posterior probability p(SIE). Below it is as-
sumed that E consists of ground unit clauses. The pos-
terior probability of S given E can be expressed using
Bayes’ theorem as follows.

R(SIE) B(S)p(E[S) (1)
p(E)

p(S) represents a prior probability distribution over
SLPs. If we suppose (as is normal) that the ei are
chosen randomly and independently from some distri-
bution D over the instance space X then p(EIS) =
l-Iiml p(eilS). We assume that p(eiIS) = Q(eilS) (see
Section ). p(E) is a normalising constant. Since the
probabilities involved in the Bayes’ function tend to
be small it makes sense to re-express Equation 1 in
information-theoretic terms by applying a negative log
transformation as follows.

m

-log2p(SIE) = -log2p(S) - E[log2p(ei[S)] (2
i=1

Here -log2p(S) can be viewed as expressing the
size (number of bits) of S. The quantity

m-~i=l[log2p(eilS)] can be viewed as the sum of sizes
(number of bits) of the derivations of each ei from 
c is a constant representing log2p(E). Note that this
approach is similar to that described in (Muggleton
2000), differing only in the definition of p(eilS). The
approach in (Muggleton 2000) uses p(eilS) to favour
LP hypotheses with low generality, while Equation 2
favours SLP hypotheses with a low mean derivation
size. Surprisingly this makes the Bayes’ function for
learning SLPs appropriate for finding LPs which have
low time-complexity with respect to the examples. For
instance, this function would prefer an SLP whose un-
derlying LP represented quick-sort over one whose un-
derlying LP represented insertion-sort since the mean
proof lengths of the former would be lower than those
of the latter.
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Search strategy
The previous subsection leaves open the question of how
hypotheses are to be constructed and how search is to
be ordered. The approach taken in this paper involves
two stages.

1. LP construction. Choose an SLP S with uniform
probability labels on each definition and near maxi-
mal posterior probability with respect to E.

2. Parameter estimation. Vary the labels on S to
increase the posterior probability with respect to E.

Progol4.5 is used to implement the search in Stage 1.
Stage 2 is implemented using an algorithm which as-
signs a label to each clause C in S according to the
Laplace corrected relative frequency with which C is
involved in proofs of the positive examples in E.

Limitations of strategy
The overall strategy is sub-optimal in the following
ways: a) the implementation of Stage 1 is approximate
since it involves a greedy clause-by-clause construction
of the SLPs, b) the implementation of Stage 2 is only
optimal in the case that each positive example has a
unique derivation.

Overview of Progol

ILP systems take LPs representing background knowl-
edge B and examples E and attempt to find the sim-
plest consistent hypothesis H such that the following
holds.

BAH ~ E (3)
This section briefly describes the Mode Directed Inverse
Entailment (MDIE) approach used in Progol (Muggle-
ton 1995). Equation 3 is equivalent for all B, H and 
to the following.

BAE H
Assuming that H and E are ground and that 3- is the
conjunctionof ground literals which are true in all mod-
els of B A E we have the following.

BAE~_I_

Since H is true in every model of B A E it must contain
a subset of the ground literals in/. Hence

BAE~_I_~H

and so for all H
g ~ 3_ (4)

The set of solutions for H considered by Progol is re-
stricted in a number of ways. Firstly, _1_ is assumed to
contain only one positive literal and a finite number of
negative literals. The set of negative literals in 3_ is
determined by mode declarations (statements concern-
ing the input/output nature of predicate arguments and
their types) and user-defined restrictions on the depths
of variable chains.

Progol uses a covering algorithm which repeatedly
chooses an example e, forms an associated clause 3_ and

searches for the clause which maximises the information
compression within the following bounded sub-lattice.

[] -< H -< _1_

The hypothesised clause H is then added to the clause
base and the examples covered by H are removed. The
algorithm terminates when all examples have been cov-
ered. In the original version of Progol (CProgol4.1)
(Muggleton 1995) the search for each clause H involves
maximising the ’compression’ function

f = (p- (c+n + h))

where p and n are the number of positive and negative
examples covered by H, c is the number of literals in
H, and h is the minimum number of additional literals
required to complete the input/output variable chains
in H (computed by considering variable chains in 3-).
In later versions of Progol the following function was
used instead to reduce the degree of greediness in the
search.

m
f = p(p- (c+n + h)) (5)

This function estimates the overall global compression
expected of the final hypothesised set of clauses, ex-
trapolated from local coverage and size properties of
the clause under construction. A hypothesised clause
H is pruned, together with all its more specific refine-
ments, if either

1 - c < 0 (6)
P

or there exists a previously evaluated clause H’ such
that H’ is an acceptable solution (covers below the noise
threshold of negative examples and the input/output
variable chains are complete) and

c’ + n’ + h’
1 - _c < 1 (7)

p- p’

where p, c are associated with H and p’, n’, c’, h’ are
associated with Hq

User-defined evaluation in Progol4.5

User-defined evaluation functions in Progol4.5 are im-
plemented by allowing redefinition in Prolog of p, n
and c from Equation 5. Figure 1 shows the con-
vention for names used in Progol4.5 for the built-in
and user-defined functions for these variables. Though
this approach to allowing definition of the evaluation
function is indirect, it means that the general cri-
teria used in Progol for pruning the search (see In-
equalities 6 and 7) can be applied unaltered as long
as user_pos_cover and user_neg_cover monotonically de-
crease and user_hyp_size monotonically increases with
downward refinement (addition of body literals) to the
hypothesised clause. For learning SLPs these functions
are derived below.
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Variable Built-in User-defined

P pos_cover(P1) user_poe_cover(P2)
n neg_cover(N1) user_neg_cover(N2)
c hyp_size(C1) user_hyp_size(C2)
h hyp_rem(H1) user_hyp_rem(H2)

Figure h Built-in and user defined predicates for some
of the variables from Equation 5.

Equation 2 can be rewritten in terms of an informa-
tion function I as

m

I(SJE) = I(S) - X(e, lS) (S)
i=l

where I(x) -l og2x. Th e de gree of compression
achieved by an hypothesis is computed by subtracting
I(SIE) from I(S’ = EIE), the posterior information
of the hypothesis consisting of returning ungeneralised
examples.

I(S’ = E[E) = I(E) + I(E[S’ = E) 
-- m 4- mlog2m 4- c

= m(1 +log2m) + c (9)

The compression induced by S with respect to E is now
simply the difference between Equations 9 and 8, which
is as follows.

m

m(1 + log2m) - I(S) + ~ I(eilS)
i=l

P
= m---(p(1 + log2m) - I(H) 4- ~-~I(ejlH)) (10)

P j=l

In Equation 10 extrapolation is made from the p posi-
tive examples covered by hypothesised clause H. Com-
paring Equations 5 and 10 the user-defined functions
of Figure 1 are as follows (p, n, c, h represent built-in
functions and p’,n’,c’,h’ represent their user-defined
counter-parts).

p’ = p(1 4-1og2m) (11)
97t

n’ = ~ I(ejlg) n
j~-I

C’ ~ e

h’ = h

Worked examples

The source code of Progol4.5 together with the input
files for the following worked examples can be obtained
from ftp: / /ftp.cs. york.ac.uk/pub /mlg/progol4.5 / .

Animal taxonomy

Figure 2 shows the examples and background knowl-
edge for an example set which involves learning taxo-
nomic descriptions of animals. Following Stage 1 (Sec-

Examples class(dog,mammal).
class(trout,fish).

Background has_covering(dog,hair).
knowledge

iaasAegs(dolphin,0).
...

Figure 2: Examples and background knowledge for an-
imal taxonomy.

Examples s ([the,man,walks,the,dog], ~).
s ([the, dog ,walks ,to ,the ,man], ~ ).

Background np(S1,S2) :- det(S1,S3), noun(S3,S2).
knowledge

noun([manlS],S).

Figure 3: Examples and background knowledge for Sim-
ple English Grammar.

tion )the SLP constructed has uni~rm probability la-
bels as ~llows4.

0.200: class(h,reptile) 
has_legs(A,4), has_eggs(A).

0.200: class(A,mammal) :- has milk(A).
0.200: class(A,fish) :- has gills(A).
0.200: class(A,reptile) 

has_legs(A,O), habitat(A,land).
0.200: class(A,bird) 

has_covering(A,feathers).

Following Stage 2 the labels are altered as ~llows to
reflectthe distribution ofclasstypes within thetrmning
data.

0.238: class(A,reptile) 
has_legs(A,4), has_eggs(A).

0.238: class(A,mammal) :- has milk(A).
0.238: class(A,fish) :- has gills(A).
0.095: class(A,reptile) 

has_legs(A,O), habitat(A,land).
0.190: class(A,bird) 

has_covering(A,feathers).

Simple English grammar

Figure 3 shows the examples and background knowl-
edge for an example set which involves learning a simple
English grammar. Following Stage 2 the learned SLP
is as follows.

0.438: s(h,B) :- np(h,C), vp(C,D),
np(D,B).

4For this example and the next the value of p’ (Equa-
tion ii) was increased by a factor of 4 to achieve positive
compression
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0.562: s(A,B) :- np(A,C), verb(C,D),
np(D,E), prep(E,F), np(F,B).

Conclusion
This paper describes a method for learning SLPs from
examples and background knowledge. The method is
based on an approximate Bayes MAP (Maximum 
Posterior probability) algorithm. The implementation
within Progol4.5 is efficient and produces meaningful
solutions on simple domains. However, as pointed out
in Section the method does not find optimal solutions.

The author views the method described as a first at-
tempt at a hard problem. It is believed that improve-
ments to the search strategy can be made. This is an
interesting topic for further research.

The author believes that learning of SLPs is of po-
tential interest in all domains in which ILP has had suc-
cess (Muggleton 1999a). In these domains it is believed
that SLPs would the advantage over LPs of produc-
ing predictions with attached degrees of certainty. In
the case of multiple predictions, the probability labels
would allow for relative ranking. This is of particu-
lar importance for Natural Language domains, though
would also have general application in Bioinformatics
(Muggleton 1999b).
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